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Abstract:  

Traffic lights are used around the world to control traffic flow in urban road networks in an 

efficient way. Especially in higher-ranking road sections of road networks, neighbouring 

intersections with signal control are normally coordinated between each other in order to serve 

traffic volume on a high quality level. In periodical time intervals, the coordination of 

signalised intersections needs to be analysed. In this way, it is possible to identify defects in 

signal control and to adapt traffic control to changed conditions. 

In this paper, a method for the “Analysis of Traffic Flow in Coordinated Sections of Urban 

Road Networks by Application of up-to-date Low-Cost Methods” will be presented.  

The developed method can be used for assessment of traffic flow as well as for identification 

of defects in signal control in coordinated road sections. It is a stand-alone solution which can 

be applied independently from local technical equipment of traffic lights.  

It is expected that the application of the developed analysis method will contribute to a better 

quality of traffic flow in urban road networks in European as well as in Asian countries. 

 

Key Words: traffic flow, coordinated road sections, traffic lights, floating vehicle data 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Traffic lights are used around the world to control traffic flow in road networks in an efficient 

way. Especially in urban road network, neighbouring intersections with signal control are 

usually coordinated between each other in order to serve traffic volume on a high quality 

level. In this way, road users should be able to cross several consecutively located 

intersections along coordinated road sections with almost no stops and delay - in theory.      
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But in practice, this objective is often not achieved for various reasons.  
 

Often, the problem occurs that implemented control logics and signal programs in traffic 

lights do not correspond with the actual traffic situation in the road network. In Germany for 

instance, some experiences have been made that control logics and signal programs are no 

longer up-to-date (Kuelzer, 1996; Boltze et al., 2003; Moerner et al., 2008), because operators 

have not adapted signal control to changing traffic conditions since several years. 

Furthermore, cities often have problems to provide financial resources for the identification 

and the elimination of lack in signal control. In Asian countries, similar problems do exist. 
 

In order to tackle this problem, the authors present a low-cost method for performance 

analysis and identification of defects of traffic control in urban road networks. They hope that 

in case of low expenses and simple methods, the resistance to apply analysis methods will be 

lower than before. Thus, this paper will contribute to the objective of improving quality of 

traffic flow in urban road networks in the future. 

 

 

2. ASSESSMENT METHODS OF TRAFFIC FLOW 

 

Quality of traffic flow can be assessed in signalised sections of road networks by different 

assessment methods. In Germany, there exist three approaches which are applied in practice. 

Examples of the applied methods and respective limiting values are subsequently explained in 

detail. 

 

2.1 Level of Service according to HBS 

In HBS (2001), different levels of service (LOS) are defined for signalised intersections by 

limiting values. The main parameters for assessment are the mean delay and the rate of 

vehicles with no stops as shown in table 1. The level of service is defined by 6 levels from A 

to F similar to Highway Capacity Manual (HCM).  

 

Table 1 Level of Service according to HBS (2001) 
 

 

 

 

LOS 

 

public 

transport 
 

 

bicyclists 
 

pedestrians 
 

motorists 
(uncoordinated 

approaches) 

 

motorists 
(coordinated 

approaches) 

 d [s] d [s] d [s] d [s] r [%] 

A ≤  5 ≤ 15 ≤ 15 ≤ 20 ≥ 95 

B ≤ 15 ≤ 25 ≤ 20 ≤ 35 ≥ 85 

C ≤ 25 ≤ 35 ≤ 25 ≤ 50 ≥ 75  

D ≤ 40 ≤ 45 ≤ 30 ≤ 70  ≥ 65 

E ≤ 60 ≤ 60 ≤ 35 ≤ 100 ≥ 50 

F > 60 > 60 > 35 > 100 < 50 
d [s]: mean delay in uncoordinated approaches of intersection 

r [%]: rate of vehicle with no stop in coordinated approaches of intersection  

 

 

2.2 Level of Service according to Brilon and Schnabel 

Brilon and Schnabel (2003) give an alternative definition of level of service (LOS) for 

coordinated sections of arterial roads. Here, the LOS is defined by the mean travel speed 

subject to maximum allowed speed in respective road section as follows. 
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Table 2 Level of Service according to Brilon and Schnabel (2003) 
 

 
 

Mean travel speed of passenger cars (vmt)  

subject to maximum allowed speed (vallowed) of … 
 

LOS 50 km/h 60 km/h 70 km/h 

 vmt [km/h] vmt [km/h] vmt [km/h] 

A ≥ 40 ≥ 50 ≥ 60 

B ≥ 30 ≥ 35 ≥ 40  

C ≥ 25 ≥ 25 ≥ 30 

D ≥ 20 ≥ 20 ≥ 25 

E ≥ 15 ≥ 15 ≥ 15 

F < 15 < 15 < 15 

 

2.3 Performance Index according to Robertson 

Robertson (1969) introduced a Performance Index (PI) for assessment of traffic flow in road 

networks. The essential parameters in the PI-function are the delay (D) and the number of 

stops (S) of road users as shown in equation 1: 
 

∑ ∑+= DSPI ** βα       (1) 
 

Although the Performance Index was introduced about four decades ago, this function or 

similar functions are still in use. Modern control strategies of traffic lights in urban road 

networks like BALANCE (Friedrich, 1999) or MOTION (Mueck, 2009) implement a 

performance assessment based on a PI similar to equation 1. 

 

 

3. STRUCTURE OF ANALYSIS METHOD  

 

In the following chapters, an analysis method of traffic flow in coordinated sections of urban 

road networks will be introduced. The analysis will be executed by the use of up-to-date low 

cost technical equipment and software products.  
 

Data collection

Data analysis

Assessment of traffic flow and identification of defects

 
 

Figure 1 Working steps of analysis method 

 

The developed analysis method can be applied stand-alone from existing technical 

infrastructure (like local and central control units of traffic lights, loops, sensors, etc.). It is not 

necessary to provide data exchange with existing technical equipment which is often very 

difficult because of non-standardised interfaces. Additionally, this method uses geographic 

information provided by free Geographic Information Systems (GIS-Systems) like Google 

Earth as basis for analysis. The time-consuming collection and preparation of layout plans of 

road sections and intersections is not necessary. 
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The analysis method itself consists of three working steps which are based on each other as 

shown in figure 1. 

 

Main aspects of the mentioned working steps will be explained in a more detailed way in the 

following chapters. Based on the explanations, the reader should get an overview of the 

developed analysis method and perhaps be able to apply the analysis method in practice. 

 

 

4. DATA COLLECTION 

 

The first step of the analysis method deals with “data collection” as shown in figure 1. Data 

collection will be realised by collecting three different types of data provided by technical 

equipment and software application as follows: 
 

• geometric and geographic data, provided by GIS-System,  

• signal control data, provided by Traffic Light Detectors (TLDs), 

• traffic flow data, provided by Floating Vehicles (FVs) equipped with GPS-Data 

Logger. 
 

Further information about collected data and the respective sources will be explained in the 

following subsections of this chapter. 

 

4.1 Geometric and geographic data  

Usually layout plans of road network provide basic information about road infrastructure like 

for instance: 

• the design of intersections (number of lanes, stop lines, …), 

• the design of road sections (number of lanes, bottlenecks, …), 

• and location of several elements of road infrastructure. 

 

In practice, up-to-date layout plans are often not available. For this reason it is often necessary 

to map road infrastructure by field surveys (e.g. by the use of technical equipment like 

tachymeter) as replacement for missing or outdated layout plans. 

 

In the last years, more and more geographic data are available in free Geographic Information 

Systems (GIS-Systems) like for instance in Google Earth. The availability and the accuracy of 

provided data becomes better and better. In most cases the provided data have a higher 

accuracy and resolution than necessary for the analysis of traffic flow in urban road networks 

as shown exemplarily in figure 2.   

 

GIS-Systems provide detailed information about design of road sections and intersections in 

road networks. Furthermore, co-ordinates of points can be defined alternatively as Cartesian  

co-ordinates based on the Universal Transverse Mercator co-ordinate system (UTM-System) 

or as geographical co-ordinates based on Geographic co-ordinate system. Co-ordinates in both 

co-ordinate systems can be provided by Google Earth based on the reference ellipsoid 

WGS84. This is the same reference ellipsoid as used in GPS-applications. In case co-ordinates 

are based on same reference ellipsoid, complicated transformation of co-ordinates can be 

avoided. 
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Figure 2 Example of layout plans provided by free GIS-System Google Earth (2009) 

 

Before applying co-ordinates of a GIS-System, it is recommended to prove their accuracy. 

One should consider that provided co-ordinates by GIS-System and respective co-ordinates 

measured in the field can slightly differ. The difference between the two values - respectively 

the error (eGIS) - should be in a low and applicable range. In case of traffic flow analysis this 

range could be in a range of about 0 up to maximum 5,0 to 7,5 m. 

 
22 )()( accurateGISaccurateGISGIS YYXXe −+−=     (2) 

 

In Erfurt (Germany) for instance, the error (eGIS) of co-ordinates is in a range of up to about 5 

meters. But one should consider that accuracy of free GIS-Systems can differ significantly 

from country to country, city to city and also inside cities from location to location. Therefore, 

it is recommended to prove the accuracy of co-ordinates separately for every case of 

application (e.g. by comparison of co-ordinates as mentioned). 

 

4.2 Signal control data 

Traffic flow in urban road networks is mainly influenced by the control of traffic lights at 

intersections or cross sections. The control is based on signal programs which are normally 

implemented in the local control unit of traffic lights. Often times, consecutively located 

traffic lights are coordinated between each other. In this case, the respective signal programs 

are harmonised between each other in order to realise a “Green Wave” along a road section in 

one or both directions. Main parameters in the coordination of traffic lights are the offset-time 

of signal programs and the green-times of coordinated traffic streams at intersections and 

cross sections. 

 

Traffic Light Detectors (TLDs) can be used as a stand-alone system to record switched signal 

control of traffic lights directly at the signal head. Based on recorded data, it is possible to 

reconstruct signal control / signal programs for further investigation afterwards. In this way, 

analysis of traffic control can be executed independently from implemented signal programs 

and control logics in local and central control units of traffic lights.   

 

4.2.1 Traffic Light Detectors 

The Institut für Automation und Kommunikation Magdeburg e.V. (Ifak) has developed a 

Traffic Light Detector (TLD). The TLD can be used to record the switched traffic control of 

traffic lights e.g. in field studies. TLD is a small detector which will be fixed directly under 

the hood of the RED-signal of signal head as shown in figure 3. A TLD detects the status of 
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the respective RED-signal and records the time-points of changing status. Here, the TLD 

distinguishes between the status switched-on and the status switched-off, based on the 

intensity of detected signal as shown in figure 3. Besides the detector, the TLD is equipped 

with a clock which provides a time stamp of measured time points. In order to use data from 

different TLDs it is necessary to synchronise the clocks of used TLDs before investigation. 

The clocks should be synchronised to UTC-time which is also used by GPS equipment. In this 

way, TLD and GPS time related data can be used without subsequent conversion.  

 

Detected signal of TLD

TLD

time [s]
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Figure 3 Traffic Light Detector (TLD) developed by Ifak  

 

4.2.2 Collected data by TLD  

TLDs detect the status of traffic signals (switched-on or switched-off) and the time points of 

changing status. After the investigation, the collected data are available in a text file for 

further analysis. In this way it is e.g. possible to reconstruct switched signal programs.  

 

4.2.3 Positioning of TLD 

 

greenband

distance [m]

time [s]

progression speed

 
Figure 4 Schematic diagram of TLD-application along a coordinated road section 

 

In a preparatory stage of data collection by TLDs it is necessary to define the required number 

of TLDs. Furthermore, the signal heads of traffic lights should be defined as well as the place 

where the TLDs should be fixed. In the case of coordinated road sections, at least one TLD 

should be fixed per signalled cross section along the investigated road section as shown 

exemplarily in figure 4. If one wants to collect additional information about other signal 

controlled approaches, further TLD need to be fixed for data collection. 
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4.3 Traffic flow data 

In coordinated sections of road network traffic volume should be served with almost no stops 

and delay caused by signal control. The realised quality of traffic flow can be assessed on 

basis of collected Floating Vehicle Data (FVD) in the road network. 

 

4.3.1 Floating vehicles 

Different kinds of vehicles can be used as floating vehicles (FVs), like for instance: cars, 

public busses or trams (see e.g. figure 5). It depends on the objective of investigation which 

kind of FV will be used.    

 
 

 
Figure 5 Tram and private car used as floating vehicle 

 

Floating vehicles (FVs) are equipped with measuring equipment in order to collect data of the 

covered distance in the road network along defined measuring routes. Thus, FVs act as 

sensors in the road network by collecting Floating Vehicle Data (FVD). 

  

In an executed case study in Erfurt, used FVs were only equipped with low-cost GPS-Data 

Logger (see subsection 4.3.2). The GPS-Data Loggers were fixed alternatively inside or 

outside the vehicle as shown exemplarily in figure 5. Relatively good data quality will be 

achieved if the GPS equipment is placed on the roof of the vehicle. In this case, the GPS-Data 

Logger can receive available GPS signals in the best way. 

 

In order to assure that collected FVD can be used for statistical evaluation later, a minimum 

number of measuring trips need to be executed. The required number of trips along a fixed 

measuring route can be defined according to Brilon et al. (2003) as follows. 
 

        (3) 
 

N: required number of trips along a fixed measuring route [1] 

s: standard deviation of considered parameter (like e.g. travel time) 

k: statistical key figure [-] 

d: allowed error of considered parameter (like e.g. travel time) 

 

In assumption of normal distributed values of considered parameter, the statistical key figure k 

can be chosen as follows: k=1,60 in case of a confidence level of 90% and k=1,96 in case of a 

confidence level of 95%. 
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4.3.2 GPS-Data Logger 

In the last years, the technical development in the field of GPS equipment has been very rapid. 

Nowadays, various kinds of powerful low-cost GPS equipment is available, like for instance 

the WBT 201 as described here. It is a small GPS receiver based on the Antaris 4 R-Chip and 

additionally equipped with an integrated data logger and a data memory. The accuracy of the 

GPS-Data Logger can be described by the Circular Error Probable value (CEP). The CEP 

values of WBT 201 are a CEP 50 of 2 m and a CEP 95 of 4 m. This means, that 50% of 

measured positions are in a circle of 2 m around the accurate position and 95% of measured 

positions are in a circle of 4 m around the accurate position of GPS-Data Logger (in case of 

DGPS). The specified accuracy is high enough for the collection of FVD. However, it should 

be considered that different sources of errors can worsen the mentioned accuracy of GPS-Data 

Loggers, like e.g. selective availability (SA; at moment inactive), current satellite geometry or 

multi-path effects (e.g. in urban road networks).  

 
Figure 6 Example of GPS-Data Logger with respective accuracy 

 

In case general conditions for the application of GPS equipment are fulfilled, the mentioned 

GPS-Data Logger or a comparable type is applicable for FVD collection in FVs. One basic 

requirement for application of GPS equipment is for instance that the GPS receiver needs 

clear visibility to at least 4 satellites on sky for position determination. This condition is 

normally fulfilled in urban road sections when the houses which are bordering the road are not 

higher than 3-5 floors and also the free space between buildings on both sides of the road is 

relatively wide (about 25-30 m or more). 

  

4.3.3 Collected Data by GPS-Data-Logger 

The mentioned GPS-Data Logger is able to log determined positioning data in variable time 

intervals with a minimum frequency of 1 Hz. Up to 130.000 measuring points can be saved in 

the memory of the used GPS-Data Logger. Each measuring point is documented in the 

memory by a data-set following the standardised NMEA format. A data-set consists of 

different data sentences which provide several data of the saved measuring points like 

position, velocity, heading etc.. RMC (Recommended Minimum Sentence C) is one of the 

available data sentences in the NMEA format. This sentence contains several data as 

explained exemplarily in figure 7. 
 

 
Figure 7 RMC-data sentence as an example of GPS data in the NMEA format  

Source: http://www.gpsinformation.org 
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5. DATA  ANALYSIS  

 

“Data Analysis” can be executed based on collected data as described in the previous chapter. 

The analysis of collected data itself can be subdivided in the following parts: 
 

• modelling of FV measuring routes based on geometric and geographic data provided 

by GIS-System, 

• analysis of traffic flow based on Floating Vehicle Data (FVD),  

• analysis of signal control based on Traffic Light Detector (TLD) data. 

 

Different parts of analysis are explained in the following subsections more in detail. 

 

5.1 Modelling of FV Measuring routes 

In the previous step “Data Collection” FVs collected data on defined measuring routes in the 

road network. In order to analyse this data it is necessary to model the considered measuring 

routes based on available geometric and geographic data of the investigation area (see 

subsection 4.1).  

 

The measuring routes can be modeled by a link-node system. A link is defined by a starting 

node and ending node. The nodes are points in the road network defined by Cartesian co-

ordinates (e.g. Xnode i / Ynode i). Nodes can be section nodes (SN) along a road section as well 

as intersection nodes (IN) which represent intersections. In figure 8, the link node model is 

shown exemplarily for a section of a measuring route. 

 

 
 

Figure 8 Example of modelling of measuring routes by link-node system  

 

Depending on accuracy of available co-ordinates (eGIS; see subsection 4.1) and the accuracy of 

GPS equipment (CEP 95; see subsection 4.3.2), the IN should be placed more or less in front 

of the stop line at signalised intersections. In this way, it should be avoided that stops and 

delay of FVs are assigned to wrong links. In an executed case study the IN were placed 10m in 

front of the stop line. The distance between stop line and IN was estimated on basis of the 

following values: eGIS = 5m; CEP 95 = 4m and a safety margin = 1m.  
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5.2 Analysis of traffic flow 

Traffic flow in a road network can be analysed by collected FVD on investigated measuring 

routes. The analysis of traffic flow can be subdivided in two steps as shown in figure 9. 
 

 
 

Figure 9 Two steps of traffic flow analysis 

 

5.2.1 Visual Check of FVD 

The visual check of FVD is an appropriate method to identify general errors and inaccuracies 

in executed field measurements by FVs. Normally these errors and inaccuracies belong to 

occurred human or technical faults. A typical human fault is that FVs leave their measuring 

route unexpected during data collection. Whereas typical technical faults sometimes occur 

because general requirements on application of GPS-equipment are temporarily not fulfilled 

(see subsection 4.3.2). Available FVD in the KMZ-Format can be easily visualised in the used 

GIS-System. Here, executed FV-trips along the defined measuring routes can be checked very 

quickly. The visual check gives a good overview of the quality of collected data and should 

form the basis for pre-selection of FVD. Data of single FV-trips with general errors and 

inaccuracies should be disregarded and should not be considered in the further analysis. 

 

5.2.2 Analysis of FVD 

FVD is available in the standardised NMEA format after field measurement. The RMC data 

sentence (see figure 7) contains all necessary data of measuring points for further analysis in 

this investigation as follows: 

• date stamp, 

• time stamp, 

• position in geographical co-ordinates (Longitude and Latitude), 

• velocity (speed over ground [kn]), 

• heading (track angle [°]). 
 

Other provided data sentences beside RMC are not of interest in this investigation and can be 

disregarded.  
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In general, it is not comfortable to calculate with geographical co-ordinates as available in the 

FV data-set. For this reason, the first step of FVD-analysis comprises the transformation of 

geographical co-ordinates into Cartesian co-ordinates. The transformation of co-ordinates can 

be executed according to Fröhlich et al. (2001). The necessary calculations are very 

comprehensive. For this reason, professional software products are often used for this 

purpose. Such software products normally transform geographical co-ordinates of points into 

Cartesian co-ordinates and add the calculated Cartesian co-ordinates as additional data to the 

data-set. In this way, Cartesian co-ordinates are available afterwards for calculation of 

parameters like e.g. number of stops, delay and travel speed. 
 

Necessary calculation in Excel can be subdivided in several sub-steps as follows: 

• assignment of measuring points to links, 

• correction of systematic errors, 

• calculation of number of stops (S), 

• calculation of delay (D), 

• calculation of travel speed (TS). 

 

5.2.2.1  Assignment of measuring points (MP) to links 

The measuring routes of FVs are modelled by a link-node system as shown in figure 8. In this 

sub-step, the measuring points will be assigned to the links of a regarded measuring route. The 

assignment of points to a specific link is based on three requests as defined in equation 4 to 6 

and shown exemplarily in the schematic diagram in figure 10. 
 

 
Figure 10 Schematic diagram of assignment of measuring points (MP) to links 

 

 

maxdd j ≤         (4) 

maxttt iLinkMPj ∆≤−         (5) 

 

Verbal condition: The perpendicular to link i intersects MPj   (6)  
  

Based on the experience made in a case study, the limiting values in equation 4 and 5 can be 

chosen as follows: dmax = 20 m and ∆tmax = 50 gon.   
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5.2.2.2 Correction of systematic errors 

 

 
 

Figure 11 Systematic errors in assignment of measuring points (MP) to links 
 

If the headings of consecutively located links differ, it can happen that within the transition 

zone, measuring points will be assigned to both or to none of the neighbouring links. This is a 

systematic error based on the assignment rules and it needs to be corrected after the first 

assignment of measuring points to related links. The occurring systematic error is depicted 

clearly in figure 11. Measuring points which are located in the “overlapping area” are assigned 

to both links. Those in the “non-covered area” are not assigned to any link. The error can be 

corrected by introducing fixed assignment rules in case MPs are located in one of the 

mentioned areas. The fixed assignment rules could be as follows: for MPs with v > vstopping : 

assignment of half of the consecutively located MPs to the first link and the other half to the 

following link. In case of an uneven number of MPs: one more to the first link.  

 

5.2.2.3  Calculation of the number of stops (S) 

The number of stops (S) is one main parameter in further analysis and can be calculated 

directly from FVD. In general a FV has either the status “driving” or “stopping”. The 

difference between the two statuses is defined by the respective velocity.  
 

In case the velocity of FVs falls below a defined speed (vstopping), the status changes from 

“driving” to “stopping”. Accordingly, the status changes from “stopping” to “driving” if 

velocity overshoots a defined speed (vdriving). 

Based on practical experiences, the limiting values of velocity can be fixed to  

vstopping = 1 km/h and vdriving = 3 km/h. The velocity vstopping needs to be higher than zero 

because detected velocity of FVs by GPS is normally in a range between 0 up to 1 km/h, 

although vehicles are stopping. This fact can be explained by the inaccurateness of GPS 

receivers as well as by general problems in GPS positioning. 
 

Finally, the number of stops relating to different links of the measuring trip can be calculated 

by counting the number of status changes from “driving” to “stopping” along a link. 
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5.2.2.4  Calculation of delay (D) 

Delay is defined as the “loss of time” that vehicles have to accept in the road network due to 

occurring obstructions. Signal controlled intersections can be regarded as such an obstruction 

because traffic streams partly need to wait for their green time and can not pass the 

intersection without a loss of time. The delay can be calculated by comparing a trip with 

obstructions to a trip without obstructions. The time difference between the trips can be 

defined as delay. 
 

 

 
Figure 12 Definition of “delay-equivalent way” (DEW)  

 

ilinkdesired

ilinkm

ilink
v

DEW
D

,

,∑
=        (7) 

 

In order to simplify the calculation of delay, a desired velocity (vdesired, link i) for travels without 

obstructions will be introduced. The desired velocity can be different for several links along a 

measuring trip. In case vehicles are not able to drive with the desired velocity, delay will be 

caused as shown in figure 12 exemplarily. By integration of “delay-equivalent way” (DEW; 

yellow-marked area in fig. 12), the delay can be calculated according to equation 7. 

 

5.2.2.5  Calculation of travel speed 

Travel speed (TS) can be calculated easily by subtraction of entering and leaving time point of 

FV in a road section divided by length of respective road section (here: a road section can 

comprise one link or several links depending on the investigation). 

 

5.3 Analysis of signal control 

Based on collected data by Traffic Light Detectors (TLDs) signal programs of signalised 

intersections and the green band along a road section can be reconstructed.  
 

Green-times can be calculated on the basis of the detected red-times. According to the German 

guideline RiLSA (2007, preliminary version), a green band is shown exemplarily in figure 13. 

This is a demonstrative example for visualisation of signal control in coordinated road 

sections in case of an existing fixed greenband. It is recommended to prepare analysis results 

of TLD detection similar to this example – if possible.  
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distance between the stop-lines

green band intersection 
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Figure 13 Illustration of green band according to RiLSA (2007, preliminary version)  

 

 

6. ASSESSMENT OF TRAFFIC FLOW AND IDENTIFICATION OF DEFECTS  

 

Based on collected and analysed data, it is possible to assess the quality of traffic flow 

obtained and to identify defects in the coordination of signalised sections in road networks. 

 

6.1 Assessment of traffic flow 

Traffic flow in coordinated sections can be assessed by using results of FVD-analysis. On the 

basis of the calculated number of stops (S), delay (D), travel speed (TS) the number of FV 

measuring trips (ntrip) an assessment of traffic flow can be done. On the basis of calculated 

parameters in the step “data analysis”, the achieved Level of Service (LOS) according to HBS 

(2001) or Brilon and Schnabel (2003) can be defined (see table 1 and 2). Investigated LOS can 

indicate problematic parts of coordinated road sections. Furthermore, the Performance Index 

can be used for assessment of traffic flow. Especially in before/after studies, this kind of 

assessment method is preferred for evaluation. 

 

6.2 Identification of defects in coordination of traffic lights 

The greenband of consecutively located intersections can be visualised as shown in figure 13 

in case of pre-timed signal control. A similar greenband can be generated for semi-actuated 

signal control based on a framework signal programme (nearly fixed greenband; cf. Brilon et 

al., 2007). Further information, like the FV trips can be inserted in this plan, too. It is thus 

possible to regard the traffic control and the direct influence of traffic control on vehicles in 

the road network in the same plan. The shown interrelation between traffic control and traffic 

flow can provide information to the viewer about existing defects in coordination, as shown 

exemplarily in figure 14. 
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Figure 14 Example of a schematic time-distance diagram of FVs in a coordinated road section 
 

In figure 14, two examples of typical situations of defects are shown. In situation A, the 

coordinated vehicles arrive too late at the regarded intersection. For this reason, they cannot 

pass the intersection in the considered cycle and need to wait for next green-time. In situation 

B, the coordinated vehicles arrive too early at the regarded intersection. They need to stop for 

a few seconds before they can pass the intersection.  

The examples shown are typical for coordinated road sections. Based on Brilon and Schnabel 

(2003) and own experiences one can often avoid these situations by small changes in the 

offset or in the length of green time in signal programs of problematic intersections. These 

“small changes” often have a significant influence on the quality of traffic flow. 

 

 

7. TRANSFERABILITY OF DEVELOPED METHOD TO ASIAN COUNTRIES 

 

European as well as Asian cities are requested to provide road infrastructure with efficient 

traffic control in order to reduce travel times, exhaust and noise emissions in their road 

networks. With the application of presented analysis method, cities would be able to assess 

achieved quality of traffic flow in signalised road sections as well as to identify defects in co-

ordinated road sections of their road networks. In Asian countries (like e. g. Thailand) most of 

signalised intersections are controlled by pre-timed signal control. Semi-actuated and fully-

actuated signal control is only partly in use (in some cities). In this way the co-ordination of 

signalised intersections in urban road networks is mostly realised by a fixed greenband. 

Therefore the developed analysis method should be in most cases an appropriate method to 

assess achieved quality of traffic flow as well as to identify existing defects in coordination of 

signalised road sections. 
  

Necessary basic condition for application of developed analysis method is available in nearly 

all Asian countries (like e.g. availability of GPS-Signal or free GIS-System). 
 

Furthermore required technical equipment can be purchased for cheap conditions (a GPS-Data 

Logger costs about 80 Euro per piece and a TLD about 20 Euro material costs per piece). 

Applied software products or similar products are partly available for free or often still in use 
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for other purposes. Thus, the costs for software and technical equipment which directly 

connected with the application of the developed analysis method are relatively low and can 

not be an argument against the application. Of course personel and vehicle costs should be 

considered. Here the related costs are influenced mainly by the used vehicles and the salary of 

staff in the considered country. Finally one can summarise that developed method can be 

transferred to Asian countries with nearly no restrictions. 

 

 

8. FORECAST 

 

The developed method is ready to be applied in European as well as in Asian countries for the 

assessment of traffic flow and the identification of defects in signal control in coordinated 

sections of urban road networks. As a result of its stand-alone character, the authors are 

convinced that the developed method can become a standard way of assessing existing traffic 

flow in road networks. It is expected, that the application of low-cost technical equipment, 

standard software and free software will foster the application of this method, too.  
 

The application of this analysis method will contribute to an improvement of traffic flow in 

road networks, which is one of the main objectives in urban transport planning and which is 

also a prerequisite for the reduction of travel times, exhaust and noise emissions.  
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